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A.

Desip;n
1 • Concept
Keeping in mind that any design undertaken that

would be built in an area virtually virgin cannot but
destroy the natural ecology of the area,

I undertook

the task of placing a man made structure in a natural
environment,
I immediately realized that any design I could
conjure up would only be a compromise to the natural
environment.

However in formulating the concepts I

always kept in mind the idea that, "if you take something away frora the natural environment, try to replace
it with something else to aid the destroyed portion,"
To begin with, I found it necessary to take a
look into the past history of the ArÍ55.ona-Sonora Desert
to see what groups of American aborigines did to the
tand.

The most typical culture of the Sonoran Desert

was that of the Hohokam.

The Hohokam inhabited the

most hostile portions of the Sonoran Desert for over
1000 years. How then, were these oeople, not blessed
with modern technology, able to survive in this area?
I WRs primarily interested in the Hohokam residential
patterns, needed to protect them from the elements.
Their residences were for many years composed of a post
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system in a ring with a center i?idge pole and covered
with brush.

The floor were usually excavated to a depth

of 2-3 feet providing a little cooler earth.

Entry

ways were either through the top or through vestibules.
'.^Oiat benefit coulá the Hohokam»s residential
patterns have upon my concept f^iîmulation?

Immediately

I could see that their use of materials consisted of
scrap pieces of wood & brush, secondly I could visualize the need to provide cool earth, and thirdly a subtle
transition from outside to inside!
Going back to the desert and to the site that
I had chosen I looked at what could be done to the site
to help it as I was in the process of destroying it.
The existing arroyo was of initial concern.

Everytime

a large thunderstorm strikes the area sind a large rain
results, the arroyo became increasingly eroded.

My

first real concept in regards to the site was to create
a small rubble-made dam to create a small playa and
control further erosion of the site.
To return to the desert I again viewed the site
in relation to man.

I saw a great coriDlexity of system

and vast amounts of energy beinr: consumed.

I developed

then, a dlagram of a human stress analysis v/hich I believed, to show what stresses nan creates in a con^lex
system and víhat relieves these stresses. This study

provided thn necessary visualization of what the persons
working in a Center for Ecological Studies would need
in a physical structure as far a human needs go.
What then of the site as man would viev; it?
What did it have to offer?

Other than the close proximity

to the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, the site provides
a great array of desert flora and fauna as well as a
most spectacular view to the south across a large desert
basin terminating in a small mountain range.
Access to the site will be from the north from
the road which passes throur:h Tucson Mountain Park.
Another concept early developed was in regards to parking "the automobile."

"The autombile" is Americas'

great dilemma one either parks a car in vast expanses
of asphalt or concrete, sticks it up in the air in great
parking garages, or buries under ground.

I first want-

ed to bury the car, put it •underground out of site and
out of mind.

Seemingly this would have been advantage-

ous as it vjould have relieved one of the "ugly car" and
blacktop, thus allowing one to view the "glorious architectural triumph of man over nature" once again, and
this time relieved of one of the realities of life,
"the automobile."

The undergroimd parking vjould have

also provided the nice comfort of having a cool car
to get into in the hot afternoon of the Arizona Desert.
"Bah-humbug," I say, move just enough of the vep;ctation
to airow man to park hiô Car upon thô earth^ with no :5

asphalt, concrete, or the like. Let a little bit of the
desert encroach upon the car and if the car gets hot in
the afternoon after sitting in the sun all day, it should
not be very difficult, five minutes at the most, to cool
the car off with an air conditioner. Most people have
air conditioners equiped in their cars in this area anyway; those that do not are either used to it or are referred
to as masochists.
A place to víork, a place to study, and a place
to relax.

These three things are essential in making

the Center for Ecological Studies of the Ariaona-Sonora
Desert successful. As most anything architectural consists of shelter for man, so does this center. Thus
begins the concept formulation of "compromise architecture."
As three essentials are involved, vjork, study
and relaxation, these must all be tied together in one
operation.

Using a typicál approach however, one might

seperate these into their own entities.
to another concept.

T.:is led me

If these essentials are to be tied

together in one operation and I also believe that man
must be directly involved with the desert in such a
scientific endevor then the desert must become part of
any architectural solution, not just that earth a structure rests upon or that which surrounds a structure.
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Digressing to one of my earlier statements that,
"complejcity is needed to generate enegry among men," I
developed a concept of "man location."

Much like

burying the a'^tomobile, a lesson I thought I had learned,
I went blindly ahead and decided to stick man above the
earth!

Just look!

Ecologically it vjas great, for every-

one but man that is, you place a structure above groimd
up on pilote and you allow the desert to flow beneath
you.

You then encapsulate man in a complex system of

super-controlled environmental conditions.

Great for

pure scientific research, but what becomes of man?

Man

loses his ability to really thinlî for himself, he becomes
a slave to the machine, he loses enthusiasm, he in essence becomes a machine, man is thus sterile.

If you

allovj man then to be placed in the desert he becomes
hostile, he reacts violently and loses all discretion
and j?eeling fo^ the des-^^^t,
Needless to say I abandoned this concept, not
however before I almost became hopelessly entrapned in
thinkiní^: how glorious this system would be.
VJhat then should man be subjected to?

The con-

cept I developed finally and tried to remain faithful to
was that of Dlacinr: a structure upon the earth and using
the earth to provide a mesh, a joint, a connection betx^reen man, nature, and shelter.

&

Ân architectural system

of structure, then would be needed that would not totally
and forever destroy the earth, a systera that would reflect a cellular growth pattern in the desert, one that
could grow inward, outward, seperate itself, grow
around the system, but one that woûld notiireflect monumentality rather, reflect the glories of the desert and
allow the giant saquaro cactusto remain bold upon the
land.

The structure should however allow sun, air,

water, plant, animal and man to flow within it, not
necessarily altogether physically but absolutely spiritually.

Thus, this concept relates directly to an

earlier concept that the desert must be direct part of
any architectural solution.
V/hat then of an architecturáL solution?

As I have

sta'ted before any design would have to be a compromise
to the natural environment.

It would be gre it to say

that a simple solution would be to haveman Just walk
onto the site, sit down upon the ground, work, study &
relax.

Por the individuals involved in field vjork this

is paítLy what they would do, however they have their
trucks in which they carry out experiments.

By the

time material reaches the center, it is in the category
of non-field material examination.

Thus vory controlled

conditions are necessa:y to carry out further research.
A tent structure vjould be another rood solution seeminf:ly

hj^ver, there is the need for too many areas of very
controlled environmented conditions to allov; this.

It

becomes clear then that conceptually a system that requires a minimum of structure, one that provides maximum shelter & controlled environmental conditons, that
vjill provide all the previously mentioned objectives of
spirituality (sun, air, water, etc. ) can easily be
assembled and disassembled and can use all systems that
can possibly be afforded, thoygh substantial damage not
necessarily permanent will occur.
2.

Ob.îectives
My objectives set forth were much like my con-

cepts, I knew I had to provide a structure where man
could be involved in^ work, study and relaxation and a;^
the same time be a part of the desert both physically and
spiritually.
Objectives alsojjset forht were to incorporate
every structural, mechanical, electrical and environmental system that would help, or not do irrepari ..ble
damage to, the natural ecology of the site as the site
itself is an ecological laboratory in itself.
B.

Planning
1 . Site
Ideally, the site vjould not be "planned", rather
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it should express itself without man having to touch
a thing.

Practically speaking, this is very hard to

acomplish.

One of myybasic concepts was to "replace

soiîE thing destroyed in the natural environment with
something that would directly béhefit the natural community.

If for example a large area of plant life is

destroyed, a structure built, and earth forms used in
conjunction with the structure, simply covering the
earth forms with vegetation typical only to the site
is a direct benefit to the portion destroyed as it
replaces some of the natural beauty to the earth. This
may be argued, as some say that once the virgin land is
plundered nothing can replace it.

I agree that nothing

can repiace the original beauty but one can replace
some of the naturla beauty (this does not mean in flower
boxes or token gardens/ and I always maintain that some
of the original is better than none at all.
VJhat shall be done to this site?

As far as

"planning" goes, I believe that any structure erected
should emphaize the arroyo, thus following the contours
of the site around the arroyo.

Vista<^to the south are

of utihost importance due to the magnificent viev;. The
structure then should be toward a vi.ita to the south.
Empha-.i-s Hhould also be placed on the playa as it provides a need for vjater in the desert as uell ar, to con-
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trol erosion.

Parking at the facility, as described in

the concepts, is to be provided by removing just enough
vegetation to allow the appropriate number of verhicles
access to the site and to park.
One other problem is planning the site is what
to do with the site many yeai?s after the full use of
the center is completed?

Not brought forthin my con-

cepts concerning structure, however, were the possibilities of removing the structure altogether and returning the site parially if not entirely to its original
state.
2.

Genter Structuring
In the initial program all the necessary spaces

were set forth, sizes shapes, equipment etc. as vrell as
vjhat type of study and how many people operate in these
spaces.

No real planning was introduced as to how these

departments x^rere to be origanized.

I set forth to or-

ganize the departments as to areas of study and to integrate them into a larger body of similar studies so
a morî coraplex system of wôrk, study and relaxation
pattern relations vjould emerge.

I felt it to be pretty

difficult for an atmospheric physicist to relate to an
agricultural engineer in a full time capacity of wôrk,
study, idea interchange líhile it would be much e--sier

It

for the atmospheric physicist to relate to a climatologist on a closer man to man interface.

Therefore a group-

ed all the functions into seven categories according to
areas of study; Atmospheric studies; Plant and Animal
stuâåes; Human Environmental Studies, Agricultural
studies, and Earth Studies, as well as those supported
areas of; Administration, whose totâi function is to
coordinate the functions of the other parts into a whole
and the Maintenance facility which functions as a mechanical element in the Center's function.

All of the

above I felt necessary to combine as such, to achieve
the complexity to needed to create the enegry for successful research endeavor.
3.

Materials
Of all the materials available to man today, all

of the synthetics, the natural the combined, overlaged,
compressed, sealed, glued, the cast and the all others.
I was confronted with an almost endless array of very
good building materials.

VJhich to chose from through?

Several things must of course be taken into consideration
in selecting materials, one is availability, can I get
the material readily or do I have to spend lon.f:^ periods
of time waiting for a material to arrive; another is
durability, will the material last alonr time in its
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original state or will theraateriallose its designed
state over a short period of tirae; strength is another
factor is theraaterialavailabile to conform

to design

specifications or will it fail; econoray is always iraportant, however just because araaterialis cheaper than
another does not necessarily raean it is better than anotherraaterial;finally what of the impact of the raaterial upon the total ecological concept, will it cause
daraage to the natural commimity, be neutral, or aid the
natural community.
Upon much research I initially chose plastic
and again like the c|utomobile and the location of man
I made a mistake.

Plastic initially looked like a great

material, it could be fabricated into most any size or
shape, it was light weight, very available, very strong,
cheap, hovxever out weighting all of these, plastic has
a large negative impact upon the onvironment.

Even if

formed into a system which could be assembled and disassembled, eventually the usefullness of the system
vjould be outmoded and the plastic would have to be resysled.

Recycling plastic that would be needed to ae-

heive the necessary strength of a structural system is
virtually impossible due to the compostion or the plastic and the ability of being unable to break it dovjn to
its original conr^tituents.
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What materials then present themselves as having the best availability, duraTSjility, strenght, economy, and irapact upon the natural community?

After full

reevaluation, wood (even thogh some woods are endangered, their use can be avoided), steel (again even though
the steel mills are great polluters, steel will be manufactured and theraaterialsused can be selected from
those used any raany other typed of applications and not
just in architecture j, and alumintum (the aluminum processing plants too are great polluters but like steel
these can berecycled by simplyraeltingthem dovm and
reforming them).

Therefore already accepted materials

(with some restraints) wood, steel, and aluminum
present themseLves as being the best.
C.

Materials
1 . Final selection
In planning, wood, steel and aluminum presented

themselves as being the best materials in the long run.
In application everyone of these materials were incorporated.

Of most importance were the ways they xíere

used
V/ood was used for a covering, a skin over the
structure, generally this is quite a depnrture from
normal but necessary due to the structural systern.
Wood Is basically used in two forms,' bneaîs ^Plywôod to
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form the actual skin and two, 2x[|.»s for the attachment
of the skin, and infill between the steel structural
members & wood for flooring.
Steel was used as structural members in the form
of 1i| galvanized steel pipe and as the nuts and bolts
for attachment to connectors and piers.
Aluminum was used in the connectors for the
structural system as well as for air conditioning ducts.
Naturally theseraaterialsare not the only ones
nor are they found only in these forms. Gypsura boards,
wood carpeting, paint, steel for lights, glass for windows and lights, plastics for synthetic fabrics and
raany other materials used in equipement are found.

The

steel, wood, and aluminum as well as concrete for piers,
are the prime ingredients in the construction of the
structure.
D.

Structure
Pollowing the concepts I had formulated, I in-

vestigated many types of systems building techniques I
found a little known system in a book misleadingly
titled THE ZOME PRir4ER. ' The booíi is basically georatric
theory vjith some practical architectural apolications
but nothing really to convince ras of its outstandinr^
qualities but enough to become interested because it

looked as if it lent itself to a systems building technique that could be assembled, disassembled and reasserabled quite readily.

So I contacted Steve Baer the own-

er of Zomeworks Corporation and author of THE ZOî ; PRIMER.

I was furnished someraaterialconcerning the struc-

tural system in a residential application as well as a
cost break down.

The system utilized all the materials

I thought good toouse and with a little change in design could become very versatile.
In the residential application the atructural
systera consisted of equalateral triangular shapes which
fit together to forra a trumcated pentahedron gried.
After some quick calculations I modified the structural
system to make it many tiraesraoreflexible. .ycDesigninj^' e
the plans on an equalateral triångular grid forming
them into six sided figures, the floor plans could be
stretfched in any direction as long as it stayed six
sided and the sides parallel to one other side. Using
the initial pentagonal form could only limit its use
to a pentagon of varying diameters while the six sided
figure could r ;row linearly as well in relative diameter.
Member lengths were chosen by previous calculations of
of Steve Baers' and modified by myself to conform to
my design.

To form the basic hexa-r^ton, menbers parallel

or perpendicular to a flat plane are approxiraately 9
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feet in length while those at any other angle are approxiraately 10 feet in length.

Theraerabersare raanufactured

of readily available 1^ schedule 30 galvanized steel
pipe with the appropriate fasteners and fittings to connect to the 3" in diameter aluminum connectors. The
system is infilled with triangular mitered 2xi^.'s x^ith ^"
plywood nailed to the 2xi.|.'s thus forming walls & roof
covering.

I would suggest that the drawings incorporat-

ed in the slides .asv-feréllaas THE SOME PRIMER be consulated for further and better understanding of the structural system.
E.

Mechanical
The desert presents a difficult air condition-

ing problems due to the high daily emperatures and the
rapid cooling (30° difference) at night.

However, with

good insulation available, a constant temperature as designed can be readily acheived.
Por raany years a very efficient and economical
cooling system has been used in Aizona and the 3outhwest due to the climate and low humidity.
is that of 'he evaporative cooler.

The system

In the structure I

will use, individual zome evaporitive coolers secm to
be the most economical and efficient system one could
use in the Arizona-Sonora Desert.
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The ducts to supply

and return air will be exposed beneath the roof of the
structure.

Painted, these ducts, in a round configura-

tion, form a pleasing design element and pattern x>jhen
juxtaposed with roof planes.
Por heating, as it is necessary to heat the
structure electric heat is the siraolest but probacly
not the best.

I incorpor;. ted the basebbard electric

heaters due to their simplicity.

However, they use of

solar energy to heat wlater would most certainly be the
most efficient and economical^ system to incorporate.
However, all solar energy heating systems are not in
a working design stage and since I did not fully imderstand the workings of one I did not incorporate it in
the mechanical or electrical design.

I would hope

though that at some future time the solar energy source
for heating and cooling will be developed to be of use.
Plumbing is typical of a residential application.
One may refer to the pliirabing scheraatic in the Calculations portion of this book to see a typical layout in
the Agricultural Studies building as vjell^as the Heat
Gain/loss calculations for the same building, both very
typical of the entire Center.
P.

Electrical
The lighting is very simply of direct type with

H

two-bulb floureseent fistures being used over general
areas while individual lighting will be provided by
seperate moveable fixtures in areas they are needed for
better lighting.
candescent bulbs.

All corridors will be lighted by inThese fixtures are the simplest and

best lighting types around, of course windows will
provide natural light.
^'

^'inal Design Analysis
Upon completion of a design, one finds how

really imcomplete the design really is.

One finds that

a space he thought worked quite well in fact is very
miserable or the air conditioning system he picked always worked well in this area before but not in this
particuiår case.

Since there is no such thing as "per-

fect" architecture and there will always be simtakes
made one can only analize the points he thinks are good
and those he thinks are br.d. One is usually quick to
find fault in himself this has been proven true no matter how much one may argue it, as it has been really
hard to tell yourself how good you are.

In design of

any sort especially in architectural design one will not
admit defeat or failure you most alviays think your design is good and can always find fault in others design.
Therefore I would like to begin by analizing the bad
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p o i n t s , those areas of design I failed in acheiving to
a s a t i s f a c t o r y point in m^; mind.
1.

Bad points
I do not believe I was completely honest v;ith

myself in following my concepts.

In the structuring of

human interaction I do not 'bQlieve the final design
created the necessary complexity to generate the energy
I spoMe of, to create thought processes of great importance among the individuals of other areas of study than
those grouped.

All the groups needed to be more conti-

guous to form a relationship between two divergent areas
of study,

How am I to say that an atmosoheric physicist

can't relate to an agricUltu^al engiheér? i If^they" cto'^t
rê ht© .to::'one 'another due to their being isolated with
otherraemberswith similar occupations then I've raade
a mistake in design.

Howevor, I believe that an energe-

tic administration could prevent this from happening by
having inter-disciplinary study x^rithin different study
areas.
The change from desert tô the inside of the
structure is just a little bit to abrupt.

There is

needed to be amore even transition frora desert to controlled environment.

Hox^rever due to the need of a con-

trolled environment I don't knovj if I would ever been
able to achieve a design for a much less abrupt change
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than I have incorporated.
These two areas I believe to be the only two
vastly overlooked.
2»

Good points
The really good points are as few as the bad

points as well they should be.

Points not discussed

are those areas whose design was acheived to some degree of success, neither good nor bad.
They really good points of my design I believe
to be in the area of the structural system andrayfollowing as closely as possible to ray ecological concepts
in the program,
The structural system I believe to be one of
the most efficient, strongest, used materials which are
readily available, simplest, easiest to erect and disasserable, one very economic (about $1.OO/square foot,
just for structure, using a similar structural systera
for comparison).
The use of the ecological concepts, that is,
those directly incorporated in the design to benefit
the natural environment or to use the natural community
in an ecological sound manner is the strong JJO ÉhC' :
i^SBa m part of the design.

Some of these are (and they

arei'really quite simple but very hard to follow;:

1j

By having plants on the íoofs (utilizing the i»oofs as
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gardens) would creat pure air as the plants expet oxygen;
2) plants on the roof could also be of an edible variety,
thus providing man with food; 3) the roofs could be (due
to there shape in the center portions) water proofed
and used to collect rainwater; I4.) thus lessening the
load on other electrical power sources; 5) the Center
is adequately sound ^roofed

so as not to add:~n6ise^.to

the outside; 6) as the roofs are sprayed xíith Hypalon a
gentle rain would clean any accuraulated dirt,vdust and
other pollutánts from its surface;

7) the center would

provide wildlife habitat by creation of the playa not
only to collect the rainfall and prevent erosion but to
give a water supply for'animaiâ^ in:'tké area; £)^of "tîotirse
the center would provide himan habitat; 9) finally is it
beautiful or does it destroy. beauty, a very difficult
question ind':ed api there are so many variables. The
ansX'Jer lies in each individual, as to some anything
other than the natural comraunity destroys beautiful and
to others the descrtiis a hostile and ugly and any
building would be beautiful.
I vjould like to add that the design incorporated
everything set forth in the initial program and as an
architectural solution, it vrorks Just as well as most
any other structure in the design capacity.
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